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X: topological space (usually compact),

A triangulation of X is a simplicial complex K and

a homeomorphism h : |K| → X.

Two simplicial complexes K1 and K2 are called

combinatorially equivalent (or PL-equivalent)

if there exist subdivisions K1
′ and K2

′ of K1 and

K2 such that they are isomorphic as simplicial

complexes.



A PL n-disc Dn is a simplicial complex which is

PL-equivalent to the standard n-simplex and a PL

(n− 1)-sphere Sn−1 is a simplicial complex which is

PL-equivalent to the boundary of the standard

n-simplex.

A combinatorial n-manifold (or PL n-manifold) M

is a simplicial complex such that, for any vertex v in

M , Lk(v,M) is a PL (n− 1)-sphere Sn−1. Then,

for any k-simplex σ of M , Lk(σ,M) is a PL

(n− k − 1)-sphere Sn−k−1.



A topological n-manifold is a (compact) topological

space X such that every point p ∈ X has a

neighborhood homeomorphic to Rn.

An n-dimensional simplicial complex K is called an

n-dimensional polyhedral homology manifold if, for

any p-simplex σ of K, 0 ≤ p ≤ n,

H̃∗(Lk(σ);Z) ∼= H̃∗(S
n−p−1;Z).

If K is a triangulation of a topological n-manifold

X, then K is an n-dimensional polyhedral homology

manifold.



A combinatorial triangulation (or PL triangulation)

of a topological n-manifold X is a combinatorial

n-manifold M and a homeomorphism h : |M | → X.

A smooth manifold is known to have a

combinatorial triangulation (Cairns, etc.) and the

combinatorial triangulation is unique up to

combinatorial equivalence.

A subanalytic set has a triangulation and

“subanalytic triangulation” is unique up to PL

equivalence (Hironaka, Hardt, Shiota).



I. Double suspension problem

Around 1963, Milnor gave the seven problems which

are toughest and most important in geometric

topology (Lashof ed. : Seattle Conf.).

The first is

(1) Is the double suspension of homology 3-sphere

homeomorphic to S5 ?



Others are, e.g.,

(4) (Hauptvermutung) Are two homeomorphic

PL-manifolds PL-homeomorphic?

(5) Can topological manifolds be triangulated?

(6) The Poincaré conjecture in dimensions 3, 4.



Z3 : closed PL homology sphere;

H∗(Z
3;Z) ∼= H∗(S

3;Z)
Σ2Z3: double suspension of Z3 =⇒ Σ2Z3 h.e.≃ S5

Σ2Z3 is a polyhedral homology manifold,

but NOT a PL-manifold (if π1(Z
3) ̸= 0).

(1) Problem: Is Σ2Z3 homeomorphic to S5?



First the problem is proved affirmatively for the

Mazur homology 3-spheres (Edwards, near 1975).

Mazur 3-sphere:

smooth mfd M = S1 ×D2 ∪ (a 2-handle),

H∗(M ;Z) ∼= H∗(S
3;Z), π1(M) ̸= 1.

M = ∂W, W : contractible smooth 4-mfd.

W ∪M W diffeo. to S4

ex. Brieskorn mfd. Σ(2, 5, 7), Σ(3, 4, 5), Σ(2, 3, 13).



Now it is proved (by Edwards, Cannon);

Theorem. The double suspension Σ2Z3 of any

3-dimensional PL (= smooth) homology sphere Z3

is homeomorphic to S5.



Corollary. Any smooth manifold of dimension ≥ 5

has a combinatorial triangulation and many

non-combinatorial triangulations. So the

Hauptvermutung does not hold for such manifolds

(the triangulations are not combinatorially

equivalent).

The proof uses a technique similar to Bing’s wild

curve, considering the limit of homeomorphisms

limt→∞ ht.



II. Combinatorial triangulation problem of

topological manifolds

Let TOP and PL be the spaces of stable homeo’s

and PL homeo’s;

TOP = lim
n→∞

TOP (n), PL = lim
n→∞

PL(n),

where TOP (n) and PL(n) are groups of homeo’s

and PL homeo’s of Rn.



Comparing with the stable groups

O = lim
n→∞

O(n), F = lim
n→∞

F (n),

F (n) = self homotopy equivalences of Sn−1,

Kirby and Siebenmann proved

TOP/PL ≃ K(Z2; 3).

The calculation uses the results from the surgery

group of Browder–Novikov–Sullivan–Wall.



Any topological manifold X has a stable classifying

map of the tangent micro (or block) bundle

bX : X → BTOP.

The PL structure (combinatorial triangulation)

exists iff bX lifts to a map b̃X : X → BPL.

Since the fiber of the projection BPL → BTOP is

TOP/PL, we have the following theorem;



Theorem (Kirby–Siebenmann). For a topological

manifold X, dimX ≥ 5, there exists an invariant

∆(X) ∈ H4(X;Z2) such that X is combinatorially

triangulable if and only if ∆(X) = 0.

Freedman’s E8-manifold E8 :

topological 1-connected, intersection matrix = E8,

closed 4-manifold with no smooth structure

(= no PL manifold structure, since dim = 4).



XEn := Tn−4 × E8 : n-dim. topological manifold

∆(XE) ̸= 0 ∈ H4(XE ;Z2).

Hence XE is a topological manifold without

combinatorial triangulation.

The uniqueness of combinatorial triangulations of a

combinatorial triangulable topological manifold X is

measured by
H3(X;Z2).



III. (Not necessary combinatorial) Triangulation

problem of topological manifolds

ΘH
3 : homology cobordism group of oriented PL

homology three-spheres modulo homologically trivial

cobordism.

Rohlin index homomorphism

µ : ΘH
3 → Z2

defined by µ(Y ) = {index(W )/8}, Y = ∂W,

W spin 4-mfd.



µ is surjective since µ(Σ(2, 3, 5)) = 1.

Furuta proved that ΘH
3 contains Z∞.

µ gives short exact sequence

0 → ker(µ) → ΘH
3

µ→ Z2 → 0 (⋇)

and long exact sequence of cohomology, δ being

Bockstein homomorphism.

→ H4(X; ΘH
3 )

µ→ H4(X;Z2)
δ→ H5(X; ker(µ)) →



Theorem(Matumoto,Galewski-Stern). A topological

manifold X, dimX ≥ 5, is (not necessarily

combinatorially) triangulable if and only if

δ(∆(X)) = 0 ∈ H5(X, ker(µ)).

Further

(⋇) does not split ⇐⇒ ∀n ≥ 5, ∃Xn, δ(∆(X)) ̸= 0,

where, as before,

→ H4(X; ΘH
3 )

µ→ H4(X;Z2)
δ→ H5(X; ker(µ)) → .



For the proof, we consider the space of block bundle

homology isomorphisms HML(n) of Rn and

HML = limn→∞ HML(n). By resolution theory of

homology manifolds,

HML/PL ≃ K(ΘH
3 , 3).

Let k : BTOP → B(TOP/PL) be the associated

map with the projection TOP → TOP/PL. The

Kirby-Siebenmann class is equal to the obstruction

to the homotopy triviality of the map

k ◦ bX : X → B(TOP/PL).



In the stable range, we can define the projection

β : BHML → BTOP which is a fibration. We

denote the fiber by TOP/HML, Then

TOP/HML ≃ K(ker(µ), 4).

A topological manifold X is triangulable as a

simplicial complex iff the map

k ◦ bX : X → B(TOP/PL) lifts to

X → B(HML/PL).



Let α : B(HML/PL) → B(TOP/PL) be the

fibration with fiber TOP/HML. and let

Bα : B(TOP/PL) → B(TOP/HML)

be the associated map with α. Bα corresponds to

the Bockstein homomorphism associated with µ.

The liftability of k ◦ bX is equivalent to the

homotopy triviality of the map

Bα ◦ k ◦ bX : X → B(TOP/HML).



Concerning the splitness of the short exact sequence

(⋇), Manolescu proved the following, using gauge

theory technique, e.g. Floer homology theory;

Theorem (Manolescu) There exists a map

µ̃ : ΘH
3 → Z s.t. {µ̃} = µ ∈ Z2 and

µ̃(−Y ) = −µ̃(Y ), ∀Y ∈ ΘH
3 .



Consequently, the short exact sequence (⋇) does

not split. It follows that, ∀n ≥ 5, there exists

n-dimensional topological manifold X which is

non-triangulable (even as a simplicial complex).

Concrete example of non-triangulable manifold is

given as follows;



Let
Sq1 : Hk(X;Z2) → Hk+1(X;Z2)

be the Steenrod squaring operation defined to be

the Bockstein homomorphism associated with

0 → Z2 → Z4 → Z2 → 0.

The non-splittability of (⋇) implies;

Proposition. If X is a topological manifold of

dimension ≥ 5 and Sq1(∆(M)) ̸= 0, then

δ(∆(M)) ̸= 0.



By Freedman, there exists a non-smoothable closed

1-connected topological 4-manifold Z with

intersection form

(
1 0

0 −1

)
.

Often Z is written as ∗(CP 2#CP 2). There exists

an orientation reversing homeomorphism

f : Z → Z. Let M be the mapping torus

M = (Z × I)/ (z, 1) ∼ (f(z), 0).



M is a topological 5-manifold and since 1-st

Stiefel–Whitney class w1(Z) ̸= 0,

Sq1(∆(M)) = ∆(Z) ∪ w1(Z) ̸= 0 ∈ H5(M;Z2).

Thus M is a topological manifold without (even

non-combinatorial) triangulation.

On the other hand, 5-manifold E8 × S1 is a

triangulable (as a simplicial complex), but not

combinatorially triangulable topological manifold.
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